Sub. Lt. Trace was in hospital with a serious neck
injury received, rather unfortunately, whilst playing against H.M.S. Eagle at Rosyth. This left a big
gap in the team which, with the unaccustomed heat
and extremely hard pitches, was largely responsible
for the rather poor start made in the Persian Gulf.
The team however fought very hard without much
l uck and played against some very good opposition.
There was one particularly memorable visit to
Teheran to play the Iranian Air Force.
The team arrived at Abadan airport all ready
for the flight in an Iranian Air Force Dakota. Due
to engine failure there was a delay in leaving whilst
another Dakota was made available. The engine
failure did not raise the morale of the party, this
being the maiden flight for all except the P.T.I.
Arriving considerably late, a quick meal was
snatched and a full speed dash made for the stadium
where, due to the delay, only 25 mins. each way
could be played. Prior to the match bouquets were
exchanged, in fact the game had all the settings of an
international fixture.
The game itself was quite good but the rarified
atmosphere seemed to take all the steam out of
our lads and we were deservedly defeated 2-0.
The star of the match was undoubtedly Marine
Shaw, who endeared himself to the crowd with
many magnificent saves.
After the match both teams were entertained
to a Cocktail Party at the British Embassy, and an
excellent dinner at one of the first-class hotels.
The team stayed overnight in Teheran, and the
following day a wreath was laid on the tomb of the
ex-Shah by Lt. Hamblin who accompanied the team.
On returning to Aden many matches were
played but few successes gained. The service
opposition of R.A.F. Khormaksar, R.A.F. Steamer
Point and the Camerons, having teams well sprinkled with National Service professionals, was too
strong for us.
Leaving Aden for the Indian cruise, we called
at Berbera where the local select were defeated
1-0 in a very fine game indeed. During this visit
the team made an awe-inspiring journey up to
Sheik to play a game against the training school
there run by a Cornishman and his wife from St.
Ives. Sheik is approximately 80 miles from Berbera
and is 5,000 ft. above sea level. The single approach
road, such as it is, was constructed by the Italians
during the war. The top of the mountain pass was
eventually achieved after a most hazardous journey,
which also entailed moving a broken-down Somali
truck which was blocking the pass. The truck
driver was most upset and seemed to think he had
every right to remain there blocking the pass.
One could not help noticing that the local levies,
who went as escorts for the journey, sat on the
tail-board of the truck with one leg over ready to
jump should the occasion arise.

After such a journey it was no surprise when the
team was defeated 2-1. Our misfortunes never
ended there though, as during the return journey
torrential rain washed away all signs of any road.
Little streams became roaring rivers and on two
occasions we were within a hair's breadth of
being overturned. However, finally, and I might
add a little surprisingly, the team reached Berbera
again, defeated, but far from downhearted after a
most memorable journey.
Moving on to Trincomalee, the joy of playing
on grass pitches again proved a real boon and the
standard of play showed a marked improvement.
During this period the final of the interpart
knock-out was played, the Electrical Division
defeating the Wardroom in an excellent game by
2 goals to 0. The first eleven were now playing
much better and winning most of their matches,
the only setback in Ceylon being against Trincomalee Olympics. This game was an absolute corker,
and although defeated by the odd goal in 5,
we were rather unfortunate to lose in a game
reported by the local press as the best seen at
Trincomalee for 12 months. Continuing the Indian
cruise, many more successes were gained and all
the local service teams were defeated at Madras,
Vizagapatam, Calcutta, Colombo and Bombay.
One or two games were lost to top-grade civilian
sides in Madras and Bombay, but this did not deter
the team who were now playing with much more
enthusiasm and spirit.
Back at Aden again, under different circumstances
this time, the situation ashore prevented many
games taking place. One or two matches were
played against the local R.A.F. sides and although
we failed to beat them we came very close to
doing so. The R.A.F. boys seemed quite surprised
at the improvement our team had made during the
Indian cruise. When the situation ashore improved,
a second knock-out competition was started and
before leaving for Karachi it had reached the final
stage. It was decided to stage the final at Trincomalee as before, because of the excellent facilities available.
At Karachi the first eleven pulled off one of their
best victories of the commission, defeating the full
Pakistan Navy side by 2 goals to 1. It was a great
struggle and the stalwart rearguard action of the
defence during the second half saved the day.
Now, at Trincomalee again, the final of the second
interpart competition has been played off, the Wardroom defeating the C.P.O.'s by 4 goals to 1. The
C.P.O.'s put up a brave show, but found the handicap of playing against a team containing 4 regular
members of the first eleven a little too much.
Results to date.

1st XI
2nd XI

...
...

Played
52
20

Won
27
8

Lost
19

Drawn
6

7

5

K. E. T.

HOCKEY

Standing:
Seated:

P. O. Tl. Reed, Band Cpl. Hutton, O. Sea. Blake, P. O. Tel. Hasseli, L. Sea. Paines, S. Lt. Wright,
Tel, Dent. C. P. O. Amis.
L.t. Sergeant, Lt. Graham; Captain Dunsterville, Lt. Cooper, O. Sea. Frame

F

I GURES, happily, do not always speak for
themselves.
The record of the hockey
team's performance since we arrived on the
Station shows that of thirty-eight games played,
only ten have been won and three drawn; but to
expect better results against people who are
surely born with sticks in their hands would be too
optimistic. We are fortunate in having a sound
defence, which could probably not be bettered
in any single R.N. ship side. What we lack more
than anything else is the ability to get goals, although this was only made apparent when we
started meeting `class' defence on the Indian
cruise; before that, goals for and against were
roughly equal. The departure of C. P. O. Notley
also deprived the team of a lot of punch. After
two games only have we come off the field feeling
ashamed of ourselves - those with the Puffins and

P. N. S. Himalaya, both at Karachi; we should
have massacred the former (though we lost),
and lost by fewer goals against the latter. On the
other hand, our defeat of the local side at Doha,
and the game with the Pakistan Navy at Karachi
(although we lost 6-1), were two of our most
inspiring moments, despite the score in the latter
game. Nor were we disgraced anywhere during our
Indian cruise - a series of matches at Calcutta
especially showed the XI to be well above usual
R.N. ship standard.
And now we face J. E. T. Hockey with ten of the
Royal Navy XI coming from "Gambia". Our
intention, if we cannot beat the world's wizards,
i s to make them work very hard for their success.
J. M. C. G.

"SPLASH" NEWS ITEM
was one of those days that could make a
TO-day
matelot think again about signing on. Luckily
for us, and unluckily for the Navy, a day like this
comes round about as often as the Chief G. I. does a
middle watch.

This is really an article on spear-fishing, and, for
those who know nothing about it, the object is to
become a fish to catch a fish. All you need is about
£5 worth of gear, a gun, a mask, flippers and, unless
you can breathe under water, a snorkel, then you

are ready to go. A few of us aboard the "Magic G"
possess this gear, and, on this particular day, an
unexpected chance arose to use it. Lt. Statters
had been ashore on a quiet run and had met the
l ocal Inspector of Customs, Mr. Reid, who being a
keen spear fisherman, asked if any of the Gambia's
crew would like to go on a day's spear-fishing.
Volunteers were not hard to get, and after promising the First Lieutenant that we would work
twice as hard as usual for the rest of the commission
i f we could have the day off, we obtained permission
to go.
Early in the morning, outside the Diving Store,
we mustered our equipment and found that we had
forgotten the most important item of all, food. I
managed to buy a tin of luncheon meat, creamcrackers and a tin of peanuts from the Canteen, and
that had to serve for the seven of us who went.
We were met on the jetty by Mr. Reid and some
of the members of the Bahrein Spear Fishing Club.
We boarded the Arab dhow, which they had hired
for the day, and set off for "The Island of the Locust.'
I t was about ten miles off-shore and after about one
hour on the engines we set sail to help us on our
way. One of our hosts was doing some trolling
over the stern and caught a fair-sized King Mackerel.
We arrived at the reef at 1100 and dropped the
hook. One of the civies dived in to see how deep
i t was. He didn't go in again that day - the water

was only about three feet deep! The remainder
of us went down the ladder and looked for deeper
water.
"Rings" Monery is the proud owner of a Heinke
twin-cylinder aqualung and was able to stay down
for longer periods than the rest of us, so he soon
disappeared beneath the surface. Until one
o'clock, all that could be seen around the dhow
were the tips of snorkel tubes and maybe a pair of
flippered feet as we dived silently after our unsuspecting prey. A native fish-trap was found and
quickly emptied on the dhow. At one o'clock we
left the water and had lunch, washed down with
ice-cold lager which the club had supplied. After
lunch we went back into the water and caught a
few more fish. About an hour before we left the
reef, "Rings" Monery trapped a grouper, of about
24 lbs. under some coral, and after a hard struggle
and a few bites, he managed to get it out. The
club members said it was the largest fish they
had seen caught on that reef.
We returned to the ship at 1700, very tired and
very hungry. Our total catch was roughly ten
rainbow fish, ten groupers and eight angel fish.
Monery's grouper tasted very nice with boiled
potatoes and peas at supper time.
N. G.

TROPIC BIRDS
AS I write this we are in Trincomalee on a
sticky January day with a host of small Gulls playing
off our port side. Like us, the Gulls are just visiti ng. When we left home, they too set out from
their breeding grounds in Central Asia to winter
here in Ceylon, and in a month's time they will be
off again on the 3,000 miles journey back.
Birds travel long distances, as do R. N. Birdwatchers, and the birdwatching fraternity of
Gambia have had plenty to look at since they left
home.

In the Persian Gulf the birds were much the same,
apart of course from the distinctly ugly Pelicans in
the Shatt-el-Arab, and the enormous but somewhat
silly Great Bustard that flew around us asking to
be shot at off Quattar.
Down we went to Karachi and had a look at their
Kites, and then back across the Arabian Sea through
the dense flocks of Phalaropes, with a solitary
Shearwater or two and an occasional pair of Tropic
Birds, the old familiar Bosun's Bird with its sharp
tail like two marline spikes.

In the Bay of Biscay we had Shearwaters, Phalaropes and Gulls, and as we entered the Mediterranean we collected an assortment of odd passengers
most of whom were migrants on their way from
Europe to Africa. Like us they were heading for
sunshine but they ran out of steam on the way and
were glad to use us as a rest home while they
recovered their strength.

Aden again still had its Vultures, Kites, Gulls,
Terns and a Heron or two, then we were off to
Berbera to find hundreds of tame shore birds,
including the elegant Ibis and the not so elegant
Spoonbill.

We saw Vultures and Kites flying over Egypt
and looking very much at home, but once in the
Red Sea we saw no bird life at all. That place is too
hot for men and birds alike.

For the future we look to the Seychelles with its
hosts of sea birds, then Mauritius with perhaps an
Albatross or two. Then back in October to Rosyth
and the Starlings that roost in hundreds on the
big cranes there. Just as we get back, some of the
Gulls I see now in Trincomalee will be leaving Russia
and heading south again for another winter in
Ceylon, but this time they will be on their own.....

After Aden we met large flocks of Phalaropes,
the little birds that winter in their thousands in
the Arabian Sea, and together with them were
hundreds of Stormy Petrels which had come from
the Antarctic.

The passage to Trincomalee had few birds until
we met the Gulls which are with us now in harbour.

"ROBIN SEACHEST"

SWIMMING AND WATERPOLO

Swimming Team

Standing:

Mne. Rhodes, E. R. A. Boddv, Mne. Stuart, O. Sea. Blake, J. E. M. Stanner, Bandmaster

Front Row;

E. A. King, L. M. E. Hadden, S. Lt. Marks, Captain Dunsterville, Lt. Lees, E. R. A. Smith.

two weeks after commissioning, Gambia
A BOUT
was asked to provide Swimming and Waterpolo teams to take part in the Home Fleet championships at H. M. S. Caledonia.
This was the first time that our team went into
the water together. The swimming team obtained
fourth place out of eight for the Aggregate Points
total. The Waterpolo team lost by 5 goals to 3 to
"Albion." Considering that this was our first
swim, it was quite a good start to the commission.
Since then we have played many games of waterpolo and swum against a number of Swimming
Clubs.
Our second meeting was against the Bergen
Aquatic Club, swimming in a temperature of 54° F.
Nevertheless our waterpolo team `warmed up'
enough to register our first win by 3 goals to 2.
The swimming team lost, but we had a number of
seconds giving some well-contested races.

Haigh.

From a temperature of 54* F to 88° F, and our
waterpolo team was next playing against the
Officers' Club at Aden. That was a warning of the
type of opposition to be encountered in these warm
waters. We had the bitter experience of losing
by 9 goals to 3. Since that match our team has
improved considerably. In our last two matches
played against the Club we drew 3 goals each and
5 goals each in two very keenly contested matches.
A good win was in Bombay where we `put an
end' to a four and a half year unbeaten record, by
beating the Breach Candy Swimming Club by 5
goals to 3 at waterpolo. In a return match we
drew 4 goals each but our swimming team lost by
32 points to 23.
At Abadan we beat the Pick of Abadan Waterpolo Clubs by 9 goals to 7 ; at Karachi we beat
P. N. S. Bahada 14 goals to 1, and at Bahrein we beat
the R. A. F. by 4 goals to 3, this being their first
defeat ever by a Service side.

We have been on the losing side several times.
Our team suffered heavy defeats against the Colombo
Otters and the Colombo Swimming Club, but our
team was below full strength during these games
as some of our regular players were on leave at
Diyatalawa. In all, the Waterpolo team has Played
1 6, Won 6, Lost 7, and Drawn 3.
The swimming team came a good second in the
Inter-Service Gala at Aden in April, four teams
participating. R. A. F. Khormaksa r came first, and
in their team was included a number of very good
swimmers including one Olympic Freestyle Trialist.
The highlight of the commission so far was perhaps our Inter-Part Swimming Gala held at Aden.
Besides some good races and a first-class exhibition of diving, a number of the Ship's company
j oined in the fun in the 'Open Events'. The Electrical Division very skilfully won the 'Jersey Race'.
O/S Frame won the Beauty Contest Competition,
and Surgeon Commander Maclaren did very well
in winning the Veterans' Race.
The Wardroom just managed to beat the Junior
Seamen by 4 goals to 3 in the Waterpolo Knockout Final. Fourteen teams took part in this competition. Great credit goes to some sixty-odd

The Obstacle Race

players who took part, as for many of them this
was the first time ever that they had played the
game.
The Engineering Mechanics, commonly known as
' Stokers', won the Aggregate Swimming Cup.
Members of the Ship's Company who were on
board during the last commission say that the best
swimming meetings are yet to come during our
East African Cruise. Let us hope that they will be
just as enjoyable as the meetings we have had so far.
"Skram"

Waterpolo Team
Standing:

O. Sea. Dick, E. R. A. Boddy, L. Tel. Price, L. M. E. Hadden, A. B. Robinson, Lt. Cooper,
E. R. A. Wright
Front Row: E. A. King, Lt. Lees, Captain Dunsterville, S. Lt. Marks, E. R. A. Smith.

RUGBY

Standing:
Seated:
Front Row:

A.B. Lewis, E. M. Bressington, S. B. A. Atkins, Cpl. Tuckett, A.B. Allsopp, E. R.,4. Day, E. A. King,
A. B. Thompson, C. P. O. Amis. Mid. Hunt, A. B. Neaves, E. M. Croft.
P. O. R. El. Bowles, Sorg. Lt. Bar, Captain Dunsterville, Lt. Downie, Lt. Critchley, 1 t. Woodman.
P. O. Merrick, P. O. M. E. Thomas, A. B. Pinder, E. R. A. Ainsworth, S. Lt. Emerson.

"Y

ES of course we play Rugger in the Indian
Ocean - and in the Persian Gulf. Enjoy it
too. I've still got the scars on my knees."
The sympathetic audience shake their heads
sadly, and immediately your pint glass is replenished.
For who but an idiot would play the game out in
the East Indies ? Foolhardy ? Yes, but so it is in
England.
Nevertheless, with some good potential and a
l arge amount of enthusiasm, trials were held at
Rosyth in September. In spite of the fact that we
knew not when or how often we would be able to
play, we began training on the quarterdeck during
our passage out. Our efforts were rewarded, for
our first fixture was against a Basra XV in November, which we won 11-3. This was the dustiest
of the many pitches we have played upon, for the
ground had been ploughed up and then broken up
to try to soften ones fall. The result was that every
time a scrum was formed, the three-quarters lost
sight of the ball amid the cloud of dust.
We then moved to Abadan, where we were
approached by five people who said that if we could
lend them ten players, a match could be arranged.
This we were delighted to do, but after three days
they were able to say that they had found no less
than fifteen fit and willing men in Abadan, including
two Americans who had never played before. So
the game took place. It is an interesting fact that
the last previous game which took place there was
in 1955, when H. M. S. GAMBIA landed two teams
for an exhibition match. The latest news received
from Abadan is that a club has been formed,

After a match against Karachi, on a tidal pitch
so muddy that the no score draw was almost inevitable, we proceeded to Aden, where over the
Christmas festive season we played no fewer than
four times in ten days, no mean feat in itself. It was
after the game against Karachi that it was decided
to form a club, subscription five shillings per fortnight, open to any players and supporters. The
sole aim is to provide a fund to repay hospitality
ashore and meet other expenses not paid by the
ship's sports fund. It has been a big success and
there are now 25 paying members.
During Gambia's cruise of Indian and Ceylonese
ports, we played against Madras Gymkhana (won
9-5 and our best performance), Calcutta, and two
Colombo Clubs. To some extent we were lucky
to preserve our unbeaten sequence, for playing
against teams who were out of season we won by
small margins, and in beating Colombo H. and F.C.
by 6 points to 5 (a penalty and a doubtful last-minute
try to a good goal) we must consider ourselves
fortunate.
Behind us, then, is a record of success and enthusiasm, and a number of pleasant evenings discussing
Rugby (and other topics) with the friends we have
met. Ahead of us, some very strong fixtures on
the forthcoming East African cruise.
Results to date
1st. XV : Played 12, won 10, drawn 2.
Points for 107 : Against 27.
2nd. XV : Played one, lost by 3-13.
J. A. D.

RIFLE SHOOTING
some reason or other we had a rather belated
F OR
start in this sport. It was not until we had been
in commission some months that we first took
out 20 or so rifles on to the sandy ranges of P. N. S.
Himalaya, with a view to seeing if they would shoot
straight, and then for only one day! However it
was very enjoyable for those who were interested,
because it meant a start had been made at last
towards competition shooting.
Although not competitive, our first shoot was
an Annual Musketry Course held at Aden between
the 31st December and 2nd January, when 36
ratings took part, producing 7 marksmen. This
proved quite valuable as from the top scores we
could start some form of team selection. Although
not too confident, we were at least in a position to
accept a challenge for a team of 8 at the maximum.
This was not long in forthcoming, for on 1st
February at Madras we shot a triangular match with
the Indian Air Force and Indian Army, and were
beaten by a small margin of 10 points by the Army,
the Air Force being a poor third, 217 points behind
us. Our downfall was a peculiar type of tile
competition.
Our next event was not far away, in fact on the
7th February at Vizagapatam we shot I. N. S.
Circars, losing against them by the same margin
as at Madras. We were unfortunate here in so
far as two of our better shots were away on other
duties. However, it was really enjoyable, and our
opponents were excellent hosts.
In our match at Colombo, against the best the
Ceylonese Navy could produce, we found ourselves
on the losing side once again by 26 points. We
managed to hold an early lead until the last shoot
at 400 yards on a 200 yard target, - a thing we just
could not get used to. It is a beautiful range,
billiard smooth (except the firing points!), straight
back to a thousand yards. There is, as always,
a snag - the heat; and getting down on a piece of
canvas there, can only be symbolic of an egg being
dropped into a frying pan!
With all the foregoing experience and opportunity to try different people, and guns of course,
we had plenty to work on in selecting our Boyd
Trophy (ex-Norfolk Cup) team. It was arranged

that those selected would go with the fourth leave
party to Diyatalawa and get some practice prior to
the match on Saturday, 1st March.
So on Tuesday, 25th February, under the care
of Lieutenant K. R. Cooper, R.N. who acted as
Team Captain, Range Officer, Statistics Officer,
Stores Officer and anything else that came along,
(as well as shooting), off we went. The first day
was utilised with aligning our guns to our personal
requirements. Then the real training started,
and everyone was fighting for a place in the team.
Statistics showed where each individual was either
being too casual, or wasn't holding his gun properly.
Although this took up a lot of Lt. Cooper's time,
it proved to be of untold value.
The dress rehearsal for the competition was held
on Friday, 28th February, so on Thursday night
one snivelling Petty Officer decided to give the
Jaunty's gun a good clean out, and jammed his
(the Jaunty's) cleaning rod in the barrel. Well
by the time most of the team had had a go at banging
it out, it is not surprising to learn that 150 yards
extra range and aiming at the right hand edge of
the target was necessary at 200 yards to get a bull!!
However another gun was soon provided and all
was well.
To get back to the competition, I must confess
the conditions were ideal for shooting, even if it
was a little hot. A slight breeze drifted spasmodically across the targets whilst we were back at 400
yards, but nothing to cause too much trouble.
The result of 84.83% was, to my mind, very
commendable, and was largely due the work of Lt.
Cooper in bringing the lesser known shots up
among the top scorers during the training period
and keeping them there! Although I am not keen
to mention individuals from a team, I feel Telegraphist Dent, A. B. Townsend and Ord. Sea.
Robertson are worthy of special mention for their
good shooting.
It will not be known at the time of going to press
whether we have won the Boyd Trophy or not,
but it may be a guide to our chances to know that
on the last two occasions it was won with 81.5%
and 83.3%. Finally, I would say that if you cannot
shoot, go and learn; if you can shoot, keep practisi ng. Rain, hail, snow or even in fine weather,
I T'S GOOD FUN.
"MAGPIE"

May the Heavens above, send down a dove,
With wings as sharp as razors,
To cut the throats
Of those bad blokes,
Who sell bad beer to sailors.

SAILING

S

AILING is not a sport that gets much publicity, and it is perhaps because of this that
very little is known in the ship about our Sailing
Team. We now have four fourteen-foot R.N.S.A.
Dinghies besides our two whalers; wherever
we go we try to arrange to sail against the local
clubs, either using our own boats and sailing on
handicap, or sailing in local craft.
When we first commissioned we had only two
dinghies and these were not in the best of condition. Our first sailing match was at Rosyth in the
Home Fleet Regatta, we didn't shine in these races,
although one boat did hold the lead for three
quarters of a race - unfortunately the first three
quarters! Also at Rosyth we had the Inter-Command Dinghy Championships and exactly half the
Home Fleet Team was provided by Gambia.
Our first Team Match was in Chatham against
the Nore Command Sailing Association in R.N.S.A.
Dinghies. Perhap s we were rather lucky but we
managed to win by 54¼ points to 524 points. The
only other sailing done in the U.K. was the InterCommand Firefly Class Championships held at
Portsmouth in which we once again provided half
the Home Fleet Team, and the Navy Team Trials
held at Sea-View in the Isle of Wight, in which we
had two members of our Sailing Team. The latter
event meant that the two lucky helmsmen missed
the most intensive week of the 6" work-up !
On the East Indies Station our first match was
against H.M.S. Ceylon with a Ship's Company
Team, this time we lost by 20 points to 20½; we
then went on to beat the Abadan Boat Club by
55¼ to 39 pts. Since then we have managed to sail
in almost every port that we have visited, for instance we sent a team 120 miles up-country from
Calcutta to sail against the Maithon Yacht Club,
and we were represented against the Indian
National Defence Academy at Poona. Our best
matches so far have been at Little Aden, and at the
Ceylon Motor Yacht Club, near Colombo. The
Karachi Yacht Club has never been surpassed
for hospitality and has always given us a very
good race. At Karachi we raced for the Mauritius
Cup, presented by H.M.S. Mauritius in 1947 on
her fourth visit to Karachi in one Commission.
This cup is for competition between the K.Y.C.
and visiting R.N. Ships. Unfortunately we didn't
quite manage to take the cup from them but we
had a very good attempt.
Two of the lighter moments of sailing were when
two members of the E.R.A.'s Mess were seen
floating in the river at Karachi supporting a water-

At Trincomalee

logged boat, and when O.A. Mills, crewing for the
other side at Little Aden, succeeded in helping
us by capsizing the boat that he was in.
We are now just starting a series of J.E.T. Fleet
Races; Gambia has been chosen to organise all the
sailing in J.E.T. and we are providing all the necessary equipment. Perhaps this will be our chance to
publicise our Team a bit. The best is yet to come
for the Sailing Team, because the East African Coast
has some of the best Yacht Clubs in the world.
It is very difficult to make a list of results anything
but a long column of figures, so I will just say that
we have, so far, sailed 25 Team Matches and won
12 of them. In sailing, far more than any other
sport, a knowledge of local conditions is most
helpful, and, given two equal teams, the home team
should always win. This result, therefore, is not
as bad as it seems and is as good as any other
cruiser that has been on this station. We have
also had individual entries in quite a number of
local club races; we have two silver spoons won
at the Aden Yacht Club and we were represented
in two races at the Ceylon Motor Yacht Club,
both of which we won.
Finally, a list of names of members of the
Sailing Team. This is by no means complete, but
just shows those who have done most towards
helping us to win:I nst. Lt. Statters
Sub. Lt. Walker
Lt. Cdr. Dawson
Surgeon Cdr. McLaren
Cdr. Le Blanc Smith
Lt. Sergeant

E. A. Field
O. A. Mills
E. R. A. Frost
E. R. A. Graham
E. R. A. Rich
Shipwright P. Wright

G. F. M. W.

PULLING REGATTA AT KARACHI
The Gambia's boats were there, my lads,
Pulling like men possessed,
Although we didn't win all, my lads,
There's no doubt they know who's best.

Regatta Crews

8th May, was indeed a Red Letter
T HURSDAY,
day for GAMBIA, for in response to a
challenge by the Pakistan Flotilla, we took them on
and beat them in the first pulling regatta of this
commission.
A very great deal of hard work and enthusiasm
had been put into our preparations for this day
during the previous eight weeks, and crews had
gone away at odd moments, mostly in their own
spare time, from first light to dark whenever the
alarums and excursions of life on the Station had
allowed.
Many of our final practices had taken place at
Aden, where in hot and very humid climatic conditions we had been standing by at short notice to
take over the internal security duties of the Colony
with our landing parties.
And so it was that when our first boat went down
to the starting line, our feelings were a mixture in
which natural apprehension was tempered with
considerable confidence. We might not win, but
we knew we had done our best to do so under the
circumstances which had prevailed.
The first two races went to the Flotilla whose
morale immediately soared. Thereafter GAMBIA
rallied and with dogged determination and some

really beautiful pulling caught up, gained the lead
and held it firmly to the end.
The sight of the Captain himself coxing the
Officers' crew to a decisive victory, which in fact
brought the scores level for the first time, was a
fitting and most faithful reflection of the tremendous personal interest and encouragement he had
given to the whole regatta organization from the
very start of training.
So GAMBIA won, taking first place in 6 out of
the 9 races, and for the first time in three years
restored the Mauritius Regatta Cup to its rightful
place in the East Indies Flagship.
She richly deserved to win, although it was
anything but a walk-over. The high standard of
pulling and the fierce determination which the
Flotilla displayed throughout, was only equalled by
the gallant manner in which they lost and their
most generous and unreserved acknowledgement
that most of GAMBIA's crews were better than
their own.
From start to finish there were no protests or
objections from either side. The whole tone was
one of intense but most friendly rivalry. It was
essentially a happy day.
R. F. T.

Commissioning Day
ST May, 1957, dawned as an overcast, cloudy
1
day - not the sort that any of us onboard
had hoped for. We wanted a beautifully sunny
day - one which would show our ship to the best
of advantage to all the spectators who would
be coming to see us commission H.M.S. GAMBIA
for a Home/East Indies General Service Commission. Why were we so keen? Well here was
history in the making, for years the Kings' and
Queens' ships had gone down to the sea at the
beginning of their commissions from the ports
'down south', and so all the natives of the north
of England and over the border had, in general,
been unable to have their families with them to
see their ships commission. All that has changed
now and GAMBIA was to be the first of a long
line of ships to commission and be based at Rosyth.
In GAMBIA'S case though, the decision had been
made slightly too late for the Drafting Authorities
to do much about it and so we were to have 25%
Northerners and 75% Southerners.
Being a
northern ship had its advantages, because the
Dockyard rightly regarded us as their ship and had

given us an excellent refit. To mark the occasion,
the Admiral Superintendent had decided to allow
any of the workpeople who had helped in the refit
to come and watch the Commissioning Ceremony.
By 1100 the weather had decided to brighten
and onboard all was a flurry. The remainder of
the Ship's Company who had just joined were
settling in and finding their way around. On the
jetty too, work was proceeding apace, the area
around the port quarter and stern being completely cleared. Flat-topped railway trucks were
positioned on the track, which ran conveniently
close to the ship, and they provided a good viewpoint for the spectators. Just beside the brow,
leading onto the Quarterdeck, several rows of
chairs had been placed for the V.I.P's.
Immediately after dinner the ship's company
started to muster on the jetty and were ranged
facing the ship around the port quarter and stern.
Also on the jetty was the Bluejacket Band (including one Wren) of H.M.S. Fulmar. Onboard, on the

The Captain being piped aboard

Quarterdeck facing the jetty, was the Royal Marine
Guard under the command of Captain P. J. Waters,
R.M. and on top of Y turret were the ship's ceremonial buglers. At the gangway was the Officerof-the-Watch with the piping party, and right aft
was the Commander - Commander R. F. Tibbatts,
D.S.C.
Whilst the ship's company were falling in, the
spectators had arrived and were taking up their
places. All our hopes that a large number would
come were realised and every place of vantage was
filled to capacity. At 1355 the Admiral Superintendent, Rear-Admiral P. D. H. R. Pelly, D.S.O.,
arrived and was greeted on the jetty by our Captain
- Captain E. T. L. Dunsterville, R.N.
Shortly
afterwards, the Commander called the parade to
attention and reported to the Captain at the
gangway that the ship's company were present
and ready to commission ship. The Captain and
Commander then took post on the Quarterdeck
facing aft, and at 1400 the signalman reported
"Four bells,
Sir." The Officer-of-the-Watch,
Lieutenant T. W. A. Blundell ordered "Make it
so." As the first bell was made, the Commissioning pendant was broken at the foremast, and as
the National Anthem was played, the ensign at
the gaff was slowly lowered and that at the ensign
staff was hoisted.
H.M.S. GAMBIA was in commission once again.

be met with full ceremony, and to be the ship's
first visitor and guest after commissioning.
No commissioning would be complete without
a service being held to ask God's blessing for the
ship and all who sail in her. So immediately after
the parade had been dispersed a service was held
on the boat deck conducted by the ship's Chaplain,
the Reverend K. P. Evans, M.A. It was an impressive
and moving ceremony and one which many of us
will never forget. The form of service was one
which has been passed down through the ages and
requires the response "We fear nothing" from
the ship's company on several occasions. GAMBIA's
ship's company responded as if they really meant
that they feared nothing.

The Commissioning Service on the Boatdeck

After the service the Captain addressed the
ship's company. Then visitors were shown around
the ship and entertained in the various messes.
The finale to the day's proceedings was a 'Beat
Retreat' on the Parade ground of the Dockyard
by the band. They gave a magnificent performance
and it seemed a fitting climax to a truly great day.

As soon as the Colours ceremony was over,
Rear-Admiral Pelly walked up the gangway to

The evening of Commissioning Day seemed an
anti-climax to the excitement of the day, but this
feeling was not to last long as the following pages
will tell you. We had in view at the time, the visit
of Her Majesty The Queen to the Home Fleet,
our work-up, several exercises and of course our
departure for foreign waters. To some it may
have seemed an almost impossible programme,
but as a senior officer once said, "Magic Gambia
can do anything with Chief Magician Dunsterville
leading her."
"TAS"

Visit of H. M. Queen to the Home Fleet
"Commissioned 1st. May - In a state fit for
the Queen by 22nd May"
That is good going in any navy, and, when we
look back at that part of the commission, one of
the evolutions (for it was an evolution) to be really
proud of.
However, an evolution is always well executed
when there is something to come at the end, and in
this case it was the Review of the Home Fleet in
Cromarty Firth by H.M. Queen on 27th and 28th
May. Her Majesty, accompanied by H. R. H. the
Duke of Edinburgh, was seeing her Home Fleet
together for the first time during her reign.
Gambia joined the remainder of the Home Fleet
off Invergordon on 21st. May and then commenced
a week of intensive rehearsals in preparation for
the "Big Day".
The day came - a beautiful one with 'Royal Weather' as one newspaper said - and Gambia found
herself in a flat calm sea and clear blue skies following
the lumbering flat tops as 'Tail-end Charlie'. The
fleet had formed into two columns, the port
column consisted of Superb, Agincourt, Alamein
and Barrosa, and the Starboard column of Ark
Royal, Albion, Ocean and Gambia. The C.-in-C.,
Home Fleet, flying his flag in Apollo, was in the
centre.

A bank of sea fog, which hadn't received the
buzz about the Royal Weather, caused the fleet
to alter course to Starboard to avoid it. It was,
luckily, very local, and at 11.30 Britannia hove in
sight with her escorting destroyers Duchess,
Diamond and Corunna. The fleet closed the range
to 2 miles and fired a co-ordinated Royal Salute.
Immediately the two columns wheeled outward,
increasing speed to 21 knots, then forming into
single column, manned and cheered ship, passing
the Britannia at a distance of half a cable.
Here is an extract from the Glasgow Herald:
"Aboard the Gambia the bugles shrilled the
Royal Salute, and as the cheers rolled across the
short intervening distance the Queen smiled and
waved while Prince Philip saluted. They were
standing on the saluting platform forward of the
bridge and the Queen was hatless and wearing a
dark blue coat."
The fleet then formed up to escort Britannia into
Cromarty Firth at a speed of 12 knots. On passage,
the submarines Artful, Trump, Subtle, and Springer
passed through the columns on an opposite course
manning and cheering ship. The final salute came
from 71 aircraft of the carriers and R.N.A.S. Lossiemouth. Flying in perfect formation the Sea Hawks
and Sea Venoms displayed the Queen's cypher
of E II R, and the Wyverns and Gannets followed in

"Three Cheers for Her Majesty............ "
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Royal Divisions in H.M.S. Ocean

diamond formation. Considering the different
speeds of the various aircraft their timing and coordination were perfect.
Next day was divisions day - Royal Divisions.
Most of the officers and Ship's company were
ferried across to H.M.S. Ocean, the training squadron carrier, to be inspected on the flight deck by
Her Majesty. The Queen, accompanied by Prince
Philip, was slowly driven in a Land Rover around
the assembled divisions. Some characters were
even lucky enough to be presented. They were
Colour Sergeant N.H. Overington, C.P.O. J.C.
Reader, M.A.A. J.K. Burge, P.O.M.E. J. Henderson,
E.R.A. 2. H. A. T. Rollason, Ch. El. F. Hall, Ch.
Tel. S. R. Harding, and S.C.P.O. (V) A. F. Wales.
That evening, after a reception in Britannia, Her
Majesty was entertained in the hangar of the Albion
by a combined Home Fleet Concert Party. Gambia
was well represented by her own Skiffle Group
aptly named "The Gambits". It is of interest to
music lovers to know that a recording of "The
Gambits" was played over the B.B.C. Light Programme and over the European network including
the Iron Curtain countries of Eastern Germany
and Bulgaria. Their efforts were described in
about six different languages. On Wednesday
forenoon we said goodbye to Her Majesty and
displayed our loyalty and affection by falling in on
the Quarterdeck to give three cheers as the Royal
Barge passed. The scene is best described by this
extract from Daily Orders.

Note. I. The following has been reported
to the Captain as fact by Captain (D) 4. After
passing Diamond the following conversation took
place in the Royal Barge.

The Queen. "Now we'll go over to the
Gambia".
C. in C. H.F . "But your Majesty, they have
already cheered and fallen out."
The Queen. "Still we'll go over."
C. in C. H.F. "But Ma'am, you won't be
cheered."
The Queen. "Oh yes I will."
And she was, with a "tiger" for good measure.
"STEVE"

B ER G EN
22nd July, was a clear bright morning.
M ONDAY,
Smoke was rising straight from the jumble
of summer houses on the mountain sides, and the
popping engines of sturdy Norwegian fishing boats
could be heard for a long way over the still water,
as Gambia steamed up the Bergen Fjord. This was
to be a familiar sound for the next week for, at
0800, we arrived at Bergen, and secured in an
alongside berth at the Skoltegrunnen Kalen.
The first busy morning was taken up with official
calls but, as the afternoon was a make and mend,
we were soon ashore sightseeing in Bergen. Gambia's
berth was in the old part of the town, above which
rose the walls of the Bergenhus Fort, and the first
houses and shops we saw had all been built from
Norwegian pine over two centuries ago. Near
these houses is the cathedral, which has an English
cannon ball embedded in its wall - a relic of the day
in 1665, when a British fleet, led by the Earl of
Sandwich, unsuccessfully attacked a Dutch merchant
fleet in Bergen Harbour. Now, the inner harbour
teems with fishing boats and, at the head of the
harbour, in a large open square, is the fish market.
Past this fish market (an evil-smelling place in the
forenoon when the fish are brought in, but reduced
to flowers and vegetables later) the character of
the town changes, the cobbled roads change to
tarmac, the small wooden-walled shops to large
gleaming departmental stores, and the narrow
streets to broad dual carriageways divided by
grass beds. This is the centre of modern Bergen,
and the main shopping centre. Although there
were no spectacularly cheap goods available, most
of us came home with several 'rabbits', and not
a few baby seals (stuffed ones, fortunately!).

pine woods nearby, and take the winding path
down, or do it the easy way in one of the two
brightly coloured cable-cars. In the town, there
was enough to occupy our time, with free cinemas
every night, a free sightseeing tour each forenoon,
a dance every night and, of course, the introduction
to Norwegian lager.
The most enjoyable part
of the entertainment, as always, was the invitations
to private homes, and many of us were well looked
after throughout the visit by Norwegian families.
Out of town, the most popular trip was to
Edward Grieg's home, "Troldhaugen", alongside
the beautiful Nordas lake. Grieg lived here with
his wife Nina for many happy years, and composed
some of his best known works amid these serene
surroundings. Both his house and the small oneroom bungalow by the side of the lake, which he
used as his studio, have been kept exactly as he
left them, and are visited by many hundreds of
music-lovers each year. Somehow one can begin
to understand the lonely, rugged, yet peaceful
grandeur of his music after seeing the place which
inspired it.
During four afternoons, the ship was open to
visitors, but the number of visitors was not very

There was plenty of sightseeing to be done in
Bergen, and most of us managed to go up the
Floyen funicular railway, and have a panoramic
view of Bergen from the top, 1050 feet above it
all. After some refreshments in the first-class
restaurant at the top, we could either walk in the

Floyen Funicular Railway

800 years old Stavekirke

